Toro Enterprises is pleased to provide construction materials
testing and inspection, servicing Southern and Central California
through our state-of-the-art laboratory located in Ventura
County CA.

P.O. Box 6285
Oxnard, Ca 93031

Our testing and inspection services are provided by utilizing a
highly decorated and certified testing staff possessing extensive

Phone: 805.483.4515

experience testing and inspecting on major infrastructure

Fax: 805.483.2001

projects.

Email: testing@toroenterprises.com
Website: www.toroenterprises.com

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Toro Enterprises began performing QC testing on construction projects in 2017. Over the last 3 years, we have
worked tirelessly at building a highly technical and qualified group of hand-picked staff while growing our scope of
services. Our program is developed enough to support your Infrastructure projects, testing contracts, and many
other testing and inspection needs. One of our main goals in our testing program is to provide accurate results
from our accredited laboratory with enough efficiency to actually make a difference in the day-to-day performance
and overall outcome of your projects. With our quality assurance testing program, you will have test results
reported on time GUARENTEED, and final reports well before contractor pay items / estimates are due.

Toro Enterprises provides
outstanding testing and
inspection services

For testing or inspection quotes please email: testing@toroenterprises.com or call: (805) 483-4515
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Toro Enterprises understands
construction from a
comprehensive viewpoint. When
you choose Toro to provide your
testing, you are choosing quality,
accuracy, and efficiency while
keeping safety at the forefront.

Toro Enterprises has a highly
educated and experienced testing
and inspection staff that is
supported by our Quality
Manager with multiple decades of
direct experience in testing,
design, inspection, and managing
major public works projects in
laboratory and field settings. Our
staff is directed and managed
under his wealth of experience.

Toro Enterprises has a State-ofthe-Art CMT laboratory located in
Oxnard, CA. Our laboratory is
accredited through AASHTO and
Caltrans, participates in testing
programs, and is led by our
laboratory manager who has two
decades of (QA) testing materials
on major infrastructure projects
including: soil testing, slurry seal
testing, aggregate testing, HMA
testing, mix design services, and
more.

Why Choose Toro Enterprises?

Certified Technicians

AASHTO Accredited

Caltrans Accredited

Accurate Results

State-of-the-Art Laboratory

Timely Reports

PROBLEM SOLVING
Toro Enterprises has a diverse
staff with an accumulation of
hundreds of years of
construction experience and
over 60 years of accumulated
testing and inspection
experience. There is no
problem too large and no
project too small for Toro to be
your first choice in testing.

FIELD SERVICES

REPORTS

All field inspection work
conditions are established by
contract with Operating
Engineers, Local 12

Toro Enterprises understands
the imperative need for accurate
results reported in real time, not
weeks, or months later. We have
implemented unique checks to
our report forms to highlight
and indicate errors, streamlined
our processes to ensure that we
are operating at optimum
efficiency with maximum
quality. Once you work with us,
you won’t settle for less.

Toro employs testing
technicians that are certified
and trained through a number
of outside accrediting bodies
and agencies. Our technical
staff training includes: ACI,
NICET, Caltrans, ISSA, NHIFHWA, and ICC

